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of South Italy, especially St. Nilus, he acquired a mystic
exaltation finding expression in devotions and penances. A
similar influence was exerted by St. Romuald of Ravenna,
who formed a link between the southern hermits and the
movement of monastic reform north of the Alps. Not only
did Otto deeply admire these zealots; he felt it to be part
of his duty to emulate them.
The fruit of all these enthusiasms, imperial and religious, The imperial
was seen in the long pilgrimage which he undertook in the ^f11^ 1000
year 1000. It was preluded by a penitential journey in 999
to South Italy, where he visited hermitages and monasteries
and imitated the austerities he witnessed; at the same time
he attempted, though with only temporary success, to
establish a suzerainty over Lombard and Byzantine towns
in the south. Then in 1000 he started upon the first part of
the pilgrimage, a visit to the tomb of St. Adalbert at Gnesen.
It was essentially part of the " Renovatio," for he was
accompanied by Roman nobles and cardinals and by a
representative of the Pope, and his purpose was to increase
direct dependence on the Empire and to establish Christianity
everywhere within it. The attachment of the duchy of
Poland to the Empire was denoted by the visit of Otto ; and
the Church in Poland was developed and brought into closer
contact with Rome by the formation of an archbishopric at
Gnesen, which made it independent of the German Church.
In Hungary, about the same time, the newly-founded Church
was similarly constituted with the creation of an archbishopric
at Gran; and the ruler of Hungary, Stephen, received a
crown from Rome. To Dalmatia, newly conquered by the
Venetians, was sent a Christian mission, and an embassy
went to Russia, which it was hoped might be won from the
Eastern to the Western Church. A further sign of Otto's
purpose appears in the title he bore in his diplomas throughout
this pilgrimage—" servus Jesu Christi." Thus had St. Paul
described himself in his Epistle to the Romans, and St. Peter
in his Second Epistle. Otto went to Poland as an apostle
as well as an Emperor.
Returning from Poland with relics from the tomb of St.
Adalbert, after a brief visit to Saxony he went on the second
stage of his pilgrimage, to the tomb of Charlemagne at Aix-
la-Chapelle. The tomb was opened that he might gaze on

